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ABSTRACT | This article uses the category dirty work in the analysis of the identity of morticians and funeral directors, as well as it identifies techniques and practices to deal with professional stigma. The article analyzes the role of the types of stains in the nature of these workers’ relationships with their dirty job, and the influence of context elements. This research, which integrates quantitative and qualitative methods, uses scales pertaining to this job and semi-structured interviews. It is concluded that the presence of moral stains in funeral directors brings the group together more solidly, and that elements such as class and race inhabit in the social construction of these discredited jobs and operate in the production of stained identities.
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Trabajo sucio y estigma: cuidadores de la muerte en los cementerios

RESUMEN | El artículo utiliza la categoría trabajo sucio en el análisis de la identidad de sepultadores y de agentes funerarios (transporte y preparación de cadáveres), así como identifica técnicas y prácticas de manipulación de los estigmas profesionales. Analiza el papel de los tipos de mácula en la naturaleza de la relación de estos trabajadores con el trabajo sucio y la influencia de elementos contextuales. La investigación, que integra los métodos cuantitativo y cualitativo, emplea escalas del trabajo y entrevistas semi-estructuradas. Se concluye que la presencia de mácula moral en los agentes funerarios (transporte y preparación de cadáveres) influye para una mayor cohesión del grupo y que elementos como el estrato social y la raza están en la construcción social de estos trabajos desprestigiados y operan en la producción de las identidades maculadas.

PALABRAS CLAVE | Thesaurus: identidad, ideologías. Autor: cementerios; trabajo sucio

Trabalho sujo e estigma: cuidadores da morte nos cemitérios

RESUMO | O artigo utiliza a categoria trabalho sujo na análise da identidade de sepultadores e motoristas paramentadores, bem como identifica técnicas e práticas de manipulação dos estigmas profissionais. Analisa o papel dos tipos de mácula na natureza da relação desses trabalhadores com o trabalho sujo e a influência
Introduction

This article analyzes relations between job and identity in caretakers of death, morticians and funeral directors of public cemeteries in a town of the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil. To this end, the category dirty work is used to describe the moral division of work in society; that is, the classification of professions according to their bigger or smaller social prestige, which allows to understand the stigmatization of workers that have little prestige professions.

Stigma is an attribute that defines people as socially discredited and disqualified for social acceptance (Goffman 1963). The concept dirty work describes a discredited and disqualified profession, and the individuals pertaining to this category are considered dirty workers: a socially impure individual (Douglas 2010). These collective processes, by making visible the moral division of work in societies, reveal a hierarchic social construction of those things that are considered repugnant, coarse or filthy.

Frequently, dirty workers produce strong occupational and group cultures based on complicity, solidarity, jokes and funny stories about the day-to-day job; by creating ideologies and practices that subvert pejorative social meanings, they negotiate and resignify their activities.

In addition to identifying and analyzing techniques, occupational ideologies and social practices of cemetery workers in their struggle against work stigma, this article is a contribution to the discussion around dirty work, identifying differences in the way how morticians and funeral directors build a relationship with their job according to predominant stain types (Ashforth and Kreiner 2013), and context and natural elements that affect the social construction of dirty work (Ashforth and Kreiner 2014), such as work-related and not-work-related social situations that interfere in group cohesion.

In first place, the article suggests a discussion about the analysis category of dirty work. Subsequently, research methodology is described. In third place, results and information analysis are presented considering professional categories of morticians and funeral directors. Finally, conclusions are outlined.

Dirty Work

There are no researches in Brazil about workers of funeral services guided by the category dirty work. Authors such as Souza and Boemer (1988), Farina et al. (2009), Câmara (2011), Ribas (2012), Kovács, Vaiciunas and Gomes (2014) studied the job of funeral agent in Brazil approaching different aspects of their activities, but they did not use dirty work as an analysis category.

The concept of dirty work allowed Hughes (1962) to think about Jew extermination activities perpetrated by Nazi regime agents in concentration camps. This extermination job was considered despicable by the German society of the time despite the fact that many considered it a necessary job given the social rise of Jews, which many experienced as a threat. For this author, the cornerstone that allows to understand dirty work are the relationships between one part of the German society and Nazi agents, particularly the extermination camps militant group. The connection between groups, in-group (militant group) and out-group (society), was the punitive social mandate on Jews.
According to Ashforth and Kreiner (1999, 415), the concept of dirty work concerns the moral division of work in societies. From the activities considered socially prestigious, in different socio-cultural scenarios, it is possible to analyze and classify the remaining ones, considering the absence or presence of aspects that socially build the valued activities. Recyclers, gravediggers and nurses, for example, have contact with garbage and waste; firemen and miners, with danger and noxiousness. Social impurity refers to the contact of workers with stigmatized groups, as happens with social workers, social caregivers and prison guards, or workers that perform servitude-conditioned activities such as maids, cobbler and butlers. The moral stain relates to jobs considered sinful or dubious, such as the strippers, or jobs that defy standards of civility, such as that done by police interrogators and private investigators. Some jobs can be considered as dirty in the three dimensions mentioned: physical, moral and social; others, in one of these dimensions. The authors are interested in the analysis of the strategies employed by the workers to deal with the social stain, minimizing or neutralizing it. Ashforth and Kreiner (1999, 190-193) point to two processes adopted by dirty workers against negative identity attributions. The first of these is the production of occupational and group ideologies; the second, the production of social practices that moderate stigma. The authors define ideologies as systems of beliefs that embrace the job’s nature and justify the workers’ interest in the profession. The ideologies produce group union and justify practicing the profession in the interactions with close people, like friends and family.

According to the authors, workers groups use three techniques of ideological manipulation of work stigma: resignification, reframing and reorientation. Resignification implies the transformation of the profession’s social meaning. The group infuses positive value to the profession’s identity or rejects the job’s negative value. Resignification aims at the purpose of the work and the means used in the activities. Resignification neutralizes the negative value of professional stigma. Two other forms of resignification, denial of harm and denial of victimization, occur when the professions include the exploitation of others or clients.

In reframing, workers adjust perceptions through the assessment of job aspects. An undesirable dimension of an activity is perceived and assessed as a less important attribute, whereas a smaller but desirable aspect is perceived and assessed as relevant. Moreover, by the reorientation technique workers blur the attention from stigmatized characteristics of the job and concentrate it in non-stigmatized or less stigmatized characteristics.

Dirty work professional categories use the three techniques, but, for Ashforth and Kreiner (1999), the decisive one when facing stigmatization is resignification, which is commonly associated to a strong occupational and group culture, since it is very difficult for an individual worker to resignify his/her profession in front of a penetrating stigma. Reframing does not transform the meaning of work activities, but it is a technique produced by workers in the absence of a strong organizational or group culture that supports resignification. Reorientation is compensatory, with no strong association with identification, and arises when resignification and reframing are not feasible. Reorientation can increase the effect of the other techniques by shifting attention away from residual stigmas, that is, from those that were not effectively reframed (Ashforth and Kreiner 1999, 193-194).

Overall, the authors consider that the strong occupational and group culture of stigmatized workers is associated with the use of resignification, reframing and reorientation techniques. The more these techniques are used, the greater the identification of workers with their role. The most important technique for a positive identity construction is resignification, followed by reframing and, finally, reorientation.

The authors also point out the social practices of moderation of identity wounds in dirty workers. A recurring subject among workers is their relationship with outsiders. They identify those “outside” the group, who have a negative view of their work, and condemn them in order to delegitimize their stigmatization practices. They also compare themselves with other dirty workers categories and perceive them as having greater disadvantages.

Certain dirty jobs can have high or low prestige compared to other dirty jobs. Ashforth and Kreiner, (1999), Kreiner et al. (2006) and Ashforth et al. (2007) observe that professional categories characterized by a penetrating stigma may differ from each other in degree of involvement and intensity of connection with the dirty job.

Ashforth and Kreiner (2013; 2014) have emphasized the importance of considering the influence of different types of physical, social and moral stains in the nature of workers’ relationships with their dirty job, pointing out the specificities of the moral stain in the construction of work stigma, production of occupational ideologies and increased group cohesion. Moreover, these authors have drawn attention to context elements in

---

5 Workers’ attachment to dirty activities must contain positive connotations. An example is the importance that elderly caregivers give to skills such as love and patience, which their profession requires.

6 The obedience that subordinated military members must have with hierarchical superiors in prison kidnap, torture and execution is a tragic example.

7 Policemen are considered dirty workers, but with high prestige compared to other professionals in the same category.
the social construction of dirty work; that is, the situation or the environment in which a particular entity or phenomenon is incorporated, shaping the emergence and dissemination of that given quality and the form in which it is understood. In this sense, they emphasize the importance of analytically considering historical, cultural and demographic elements in the understanding of dirty work (Ashforth and Kreiner 2014, 424).

A research completed by McCaben and Hamilton (2015) on slaughterhouse workers calls the attention to the importance of analyzing the influence of organizational context elements, such as working conditions, the use of technologies, the ways of organizing work and the production itself to analyze work and identity in different groups of dirty workers distributed among different stages of the production process of one same company, characterized by heterogeneous conditions. The authors (2015, 96) also suggest not to assume beforehand that all categories of dirty work produce strong occupational and group cultures; in addition, they underline the importance of identifying cohesion elements in groups, as well as those that limit it, such as rotation, competition practices among workers, precarious work conditions of immigrants in organizations, among others.

Thompson (1991, 13) clarifies that, historically, this type of work has been assigned to the lower class. In Japan, the Eta or Burakumin, and in India, the Untouchables performed dirty work and were considered polluted. The distinction between Eta and non-Eta was officially proscribed in Japan in the nineteenth century, and the division of caste in India in the mid-twentieth century, but in both countries distinctions continued informally.

Methodological procedures

This study is part of a more comprehensive research on work and mental health in officers of the Town Hall of a municipality in the state of Sao Paulo, done in 2015.

Instruments

The research administered the Integrated Work Diagnosis (IWD). One of the instruments of the IWD is an inventory organized in two parts. The first one, which is of interest here, has scales that analyze the work considering: control, routine, social importance, the meaning of work, relationship with colleagues, relationship with supervisors, social support, affective support, work-family conflict, satisfaction at work, commitment to the organization, time, struggles; the second one, has scales that investigate psychological disturbances in the individual. In the IWD, quantitative and qualitative strategies are integrated. The latter consists of two types of semi-structured interviews. The one used here for the analysis of the work and work conditions of morticians and funeral directors, considers the following aspects: occupational background, motivation to work, work content, routine, control and autonomy at work, job’s social value, social relationships at work (colleagues and supervisors), professional prestige, and cognitive and affective aspects of work. The other interview is clinical and it is used for differential diagnosis, but did not enter into the analysis proposed by this article.

Participants

The more comprehensive research analyzed 6,546 workers of several professional categories. In the research about funeral services workers, 43 workers were analyzed. The professions studied, mortician and funeral director, are primarily masculine professions. For that reason, interviews included males. The average age of funeral services workers is 43 years of age (standard deviation 11.7; minimum: 20 years; maximum: 75 years).

Procedure

The quantitative analysis used logistic regression, in which the dependent variable was whether or not a worker belonged to funeral services, and the independent variables were the IWD work scales variables.

The number of interviews on work and work conditions with semi-structured questions respected the saturation criteria. Twenty-four (24) interviews were conducted with public cemetery workers, which lasted an average of one hour. Said interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. The participants’ real names were not included to respect their anonymity.

Analysis

Data were reported with the chi-square test inherent to each of the comparisons performed; the separation point between a real difference and a non-real difference was a significance level of 5% or less. The following analysis scales remained in the logistic regression equation: social importance of the job, relationship with colleagues and commitment to the organization. The

---

8 The IWD is a work and mental health diagnostic protocol used in workers. It uses a census methodology and qualitative research techniques. Professor Codo developed it with the assistance of Professor Soria Batista, particularly in the qualitative study and work conditions phase. It has been used since year 2000 and administered in more than 100,000 workers.

9 Scales based on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).
satisfaction scale was not left in the equation, but had significant Chi-square values.

Interviews were analyzed with the qualitative approach of the content analysis technique. They were read with free-floating attention and the information was categorized using analytical categories related to technique types (resignification, reorientation and reframing), to the respective occupational ideologies and to dirty work stigma-confronting practices, theoretically informed. Also considered were matters about the influence of stain types (physical, social and moral) in the nature of the workers’ relationship with their dirty job and in context elements evidenced in workers’ trajectories.

Topics were grouped by the meaning of words. Statements related to analysis categories were pulled out of the interviews and charts were drawn up to compare the different statements in each category. Finally, inferences and interpretations of aspects related to the dirty job of morticians and funeral directors were made.

**Dirty Work in morticians and funeral directors**

Following, aspects related to group cohesion in morticians and funeral directors, to techniques they use to cope with occupational stigma (resignification, reorientation and reframing) evidenced in their occupational ideologies, to stain types characterizing their jobs, and to context elements influencing the nature of the relationship established with their dirty job are discussed.

**Group cohesion in Dirty Work**

Stigma in dirty work is the primordial element to understand dirty workers group culture and cohesion (Thompson 1983). Death is a social taboo (Rodrigues 2006), and mortician and funeral director professions are judged to be impure because they violate the social taboo by manipulating dead bodies. But other aspects may also be present in dirty workers group cohesion, even to the point of limiting or preventing such cohesion (Ashforth and Kreiner 1999; 2013; 2014; Mc Caben and Hamilton 2015).

Morticians emphasize on the importance that the colleague group has in corpse burial or exhumation activities, which are overseen closely by relatives of the deceased. Morticians work as a team and relationships with colleagues are fundamental to deal with hostility and disrespect from relatives of the deceased, with the heavy work, under sun or rain, and with strenuous workdays.

“We... they are no longer here, most of my companions passed away already, others were transferred... big work mates as morticians that we are, they always gave everything that special value, all of us together out there digging, burying... it was on Sundays because our rest day was not on Sundays... we saw suffering, cursing, right there under the sun... under the rain... how do you say? ... Eating the shabby sandwich, but helping each other, always all morticians together.” (Interviewee)

The sense of unity of funeral directors is based on feelings of empathy, solidarity, complicity and jokes, most of which are related to dirty work “backstage” experiences (Goffman 1959). Those hidden experiences reveal that the kind of work stain of morticians is not only physical and social as in the case of buriers, but also moral. Humor is an effective technique to deal with the moral stain, which has an influence in the cohesion of the work group (Thompson 1983), and funeral workers jokes are, for the most part, about the amount of fat, the size of the genitals of the dead, between others. It is worth mentioning that the sense of unity of a different and peculiar category of dirty workers, slaughterhouse workers, is also characterized by innumerable rudeness and tasteless jokes (Thompson 1991, 143).

Workers experience the excision of everyday experience in two worlds, backstage and facade of work, universes that appear separated by the material and symbolic gate of the cemetery, which also requires from them different dramaturgies (Goffman 1959). These insiders, as any others, have the advantage of unrestricted transit through both worlds.

“We joke a lot, also because the psychological pressure lows down and it’s the only place where you can speak as equals. When you’re out of here, you are exhausted, so you need to have two lives, two personalities. One when the gate opens this way and the other one when the gate opens to go out; you cannot be the same person in here and out there. In here we depend on each other, my wellbeing is related to my partners’ wellbeing, you cannot make mistakes... it is necessary to have a community, a fellowship...” (Interviewee)

The research also identified context elements, external to the dirty work, which predispose workers to unity in the workplace. The occupational trajectory of morticians and funeral directors before entering funeral services points to similar itineraries in accessing jobs with few formal education and professional qualification requirements, some formal, some informal. Experiences of uncertainty, limitations to plan for the future, experiencing material shortages before accessing public employment in funeral services and the shared desire of prioritizing employment over work content are common elements that operate in identity construction and group cohesion.

Another aspect that interferes in group culture concerns the existence of organizational and social
hierarchies. The nature of the relationship with managers influences how workers deal with the discredited work stain. This relationship can help workers to minimize the stain, as studied by Ashforth et al. (2007), or, as shown in this research, to contribute to accentuate stigma. Morticians and funeral directors groups point out that relationship with superiors is characterized by absence of compliments and frequent consequences. Morticians and funeral directors consider managers as outsiders, not allies in the fight against stigma. But, paradoxically, practices of workers around these dislikes, such as the gossip about hierarchical superiors, positively impact group cohesion.

Techniques, ideologies and practices of morticians and funeral directors

Following, techniques, ideologies and social practices of morticians and funeral directors in the fight against professional stigma are analyzed. To facilitate the understanding of the analysis, it was decided to rehash theoretical analytical definitions of techniques identified in the analysis of the interviews with funeral services workers.

In resignification, workers change the value of the pejorative meaning that society attributes to the work they carry out to deny the profession’s devaluation. In reorientation, workers drift attention away from stigmatized work characteristics to those that are not stigmatized or less stigmatized. In reframing, workers adjust their perception in the assessment of work aspects. An undesirable work dimension is perceived and assessed as a less important attribute, and a smaller but desirable aspect is perceived and assessed as relevant.

Morticians: techniques, ideologies and practices

Morticians prepare graves, put coffins down and, when necessary, exhume corpses. They use three techniques and their corresponding ideologies, as well as the social practice of comparing themselves with funeral directors in order to fight against work stigma. In Chart 1, the techniques and corresponding occupational ideologies identified during the research conducted with morticians are shown.

Chart 1. Morticians techniques and ideologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideologies</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burial sacralization</td>
<td>Resignification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work for brave men</td>
<td>Resignification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on emotional skills to deal with families in mourning</td>
<td>Reframing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from interviews with morticians.

Resignifications of Dirty Work

As for morticians, society deems their work as disgusting and at the same time necessary. In interactions with people in mourning, these workers ignore displays of contempt. This attitude is possible because they collectively appeal to the symbolic construction of their professional mission to the detriment of the utilitarian dimension. Morticians perceive the burial of the dead, a socially useful activity, as a sacred ritual; this symbolism is also shared by a significant number of outsiders.

“There’s people that says… May God bless what you do… God bless you and what you do, you are… How do they say? You were chosen by God… to provide this service, man… hey, grab that bone like this, here… thanks, man… and this is how it goes. But there’s something I want to tell you… some of them don’t even care… they despise us.” (Interviewee)

Workers feel the contempt of grieving families in the physical closeness, in the need for a handshake. They are very sensitive to words and gestures that embody the contamination that society attributes to them. The sacralization of burials plays an important role in minimizing work stigma.

“Just having a conversation… you talk to family members… because… you know… that society, they… in my case, as I work as mortician, they, most of them, despise you… therefore, you know you disgust them, but you talk to them calmly… I’m not going to fight… or to say: I disgust you or something like this… I do not have leprosy, I am healthy… so you just ignore that, I learnt to ignore and that’s it.” (Interviewee)

Morticians neutralize dirty work stigma by arguing that this profession requires brave men. Workers exhume corpses, and to perform this activity, judged as disgusting, it is required a worker considered out of the normal pattern. Dirty work demands exceptional qualities. Not any worker is willing to accept this challenge.

“Isn’t it that everybody says that morticians need to be brave? Not everybody is willing to be a waste collector… you need to deal with a number of things, people is there, family is there, you need to dig, to take the coffin out and put it in the hole, everything’s rotten, full of insects and you need to put your hand in there… so I think people give us a value.” (Interviewee)

In the production of ideologies, workers appeal to sacred and profane dimensions. The mortician profession is perceived as sacred in the ritual of propitiating the burial of the dead person, and as profane in the demand of courage to face the disgusting and scary dimension of being in contact with death.
Reorientations of Dirty Work
Morticians prioritize the affective dimension of their job. The ability to deal with people in grief is considered the most important aspect of the profession. Workers need to be careful when handling the coffin. The movements to place it on the ground, the bumps and noises always arouse hard feelings in relatives, who wish to protect the dead person. Workers perceive that they need to deal with these expressions in a manner appropriate to the circumstances.

“In the burying area, you are called names always. The important thing about this job is to understand the pain the family is going through. Sometimes, you’re putting down the coffin and there is suddenly a little swing, so ... the guy shouts as you, but then you have to stay quiet ... The guy talks like this: gravedigger ... push slowly... you are not pushing your own relative... and you have to stay quiet, there are many who go into the hole to see ... to see the burial right there and everything, then you say: ‘damn’ ... it seems like if we were not doing things right, but then we know it’s the family’s suffering... and it’s okay.” (Interviewee)

Occupational practices in Dirty Work: social comparisons
Morticians alleviate work stigma by comparing themselves with other professional categories of funeral services, such as funeral directors. Morticians consider the stigma against funeral directors as more penetrating, taking into account the emotional and practical skills needed to remove and handle corpses during funeral preparation and organization activities, which take place in a fairly hidden fashion.

“The funeral director goes with a driver, steps into the individual’s house to take out the corpse, and it’s even worse because you participate; you see a mother or a child on top of the bed crying next to the dead person. So very respectfully, without laughing and speaking seriously: sorry, can I take him? You grab the corpse very carefully, without tumbling and you put it down respectfully. He puts the dead person into the car respectfully and says: hey, you take the clothes, the corpse is taken to MLI (Medical Legal Institute), then the corpse is prepared, and they touch it and stitch it... so it’s way worse than working as mortician, much worse.” (Interviewee)

Summarizing, morticians resignify their job by sacralizing burials and by pointing out the bravery needed to exhume corpses; finally, they reframe their job by focusing on skills that help them deal with mourning families, minimizing those needed to bury and exhume corpses.

Funeral Directors: Techniques, Ideologies and Practices
The funeral director goes with the funeral service driver, who is in charge of removing the corpse from the home, hospital or rests of an accident. Removal of bodies may require physical force and creativity. The body may be decomposed, mutilated, burned. It has weight, shape and volume. It could be in a favela,10 in an apartment without a lift, on steep grounds. The funeral director deals with difficulties intrinsic to the removal of bodies and, when necessary, requests support from firefighters. After supporting the driver in removing the body, the funeral director prepares the body. The product of their work, that is, a life-like body must please the mourning relatives.

To moderate stigma, funeral directors use the three techniques and produce five ideologies and the social practice of comparing themselves with any other professional category. In Chart 2, funeral directors’ techniques and ideologies are presented.

Chart 2. Techniques and Ideologies of funeral directors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideologies</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do the right thing</td>
<td>Resignification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirty work, ongoing employment</td>
<td>Reorientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelance work is allowed</td>
<td>Reorientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on the aesthetics of death</td>
<td>Reframing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on emotional skills to deal with mourning families</td>
<td>Reframing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from interviews with funeral directors.

Resignifications of Dirty Work
Handling death, social banning and social necessity; funeral directors transform the necessary evil aspects into a subtle way of doing the right thing. Behind the scenes of dirty work, the worker prepares the corpse to present it in a more acceptable way to the family.

“No, it’s not a struggle, I never considered it bad, I think this... in a certain way we are doing good, right? Because the simple fact of removing a person, changing his clothes, preparing him, putting on make-up, combing his hair, so he can go to his family a little bit more acceptable is already something important.” (Interviewee)
Reorientations of Dirty Work

Funeral directors drift attention away from the more stigmatizing characteristics of work and focus it on those that are not stigmatized or less stigmatized. In an ambiguous discursive context, in which they do not mention the direct contact with the dead body, funeral directors value employment at the expense of work content.

To be employed as funeral director involves job stability and other benefits of public officers; the work involves corpse removal, preparation, and storage for the wake. Emphasis on public employment characteristics, such as stability, among other benefits, changes the attention focus from the stained dimension of work to other aspects considered as positive.

"It was difficult to accept this job. It is not a normal job for anybody... At first it was difficult... for two months you have nightmares and you don't eat well. But thank God I can say that I feel professionally satisfied... This is not a job that everybody likes. We know we will find families crying people desperate, so the way you provide the service depends on that. You can focus on the family, if you listen to everything they have to say, you end up shaken. This is not a job people like to do, we do it because we need it... The important thing is that we passed the exams and we have permanent employment." (Interviewee)

It is also common to find funeral directors using information control techniques (Goffman 1959). These techniques limit workers’ comments about daily tasks and encourage the symbolic production of two worlds: the cemetery and the outside. Funeral directors experience this separation radically.

“There are things that get to your head, but you have to keep them for yourself, if you tell something to somebody... wait there, I'm not going to shake his hand, you get it? Sunken skull, it was not possible to put it back in shape, to whom are you going to tell that? To your family? Annoying. At times I joke with it, listen! That guy was ugly but then it looked beautiful, and that's it, you get it?" (Interviewee)

In society, the end of life is surrounded by silence and, in that social void workers take care of death. Funeral directors identify themselves as socially invisible and realize that society’s indifference is temporarily suspended when a relative dies. But then they are again forgotten and stained by the social taboo of death.

“Many people don’t understand, people just understand it when they need to face it, until they don’t need it, they don’t understand it. I don’t blame anybody because I had never gone through such a situation and stopped to think when someone I love dies, whose going to take care of him, whose going to prepare him, to change him, to decorate the place, to carry him? You can’t imagine, only when you live that yourself, you give value to the service. Before that moment, people say: that guy over there is a public officer, he works in funeral home, people’s indifferent.” (Interviewee)

Funeral directors consider difficult the first days and months of work. The job requires adjustment to difficulties in body removal, to morbid environments, odors, and unpleasant practices. These aspects are part of the socialization of caretakers of death, who begins to attend socially invisible spaces and to have direct contact with practices and rituals of the end of life. The workers’ speeches become ambiguous when they say they do not want to change the graveyard for any other place in the jurisdiction.

“I do not forget the first body I took, the physiognomy, where it went, I do not forget the first time I entered the MLI (Medical Legal Institute). And then it started, after the first day of service, the first night I dreamt of dead people, I lost appetite... when I took a plate of food, I remember myself remembering the MLI. Two months dreaming of the dead and not eating well, I almost gave up. Today, if they call me to go to the Chamber, I don’t go, to MES I don’t go either... to have peace of mind... it is not that I like it, but we have a salary in there, I myself, I freelance as a mechanic, so it’s a calm place. I think it’s the calmest place in the jurisdiction, not because we deal with the dead, but because it’s quieter, calmer. I go out of here, and since I know plenty of people, I have a small room near the house where I do my work as a mechanic.” (Interviewee)

Workers note that being funeral director in a public cemetery allows them to have free time for other jobs. This is a focus reorientation from the profession’s central activities to advantages outside work, made possible by the way shifts are organized as a scale. This system, which allows workers to have free time to do activities outside funeral services, improves both their financial and emotional condition.

Reframing of Dirty Work

Funeral directors consider dead body preparation activities to be less desirable and, therefore, these practices are considered less relevant than those involved in achieving the aesthetics of death, such as make-up of the deceased, hairstyle, proper clothing, position of hands. Funeral directors strive to reveal the aesthetics of death in the body, which is that of a tranquil sleep. The opinion of the family is important because it means recognition for the job well done, which produces satisfaction in the worker.

___

11 Mobile Emergency Service (MES).
The process of body preparation includes embalming and restoring the body, which is necessary to make the body aesthetically appropriate. Before embalming, the body is cleaned, and then lips, eyelids, and hands are fixed, to imitate the sleep position. After formaldehyde replaces blood, and after internal organs are manipulated as needed, the body is clothed, make-up is put on the face and the hair is combed. The process of body preparation and embalming is a source of stress for funeral managers because of the perfection that is required. They want to render the deceased as in a state of quiet sleep, as families want the dead relative to appear “normal” (Forsyth, Palmer and Simpson 2006, 128).

The family’s opinion about the proper aesthetics of death also helps to minimize the dirty work stigma, for even stained work can be socially admired.

“I feel a lot of satisfaction in doing my job, when I go to get the dead, when I see the person is completely destroyed, horrible with mouth open, eyes open, all full of this and that. You put it together, stitch it, decorate it nicely, leave everything pretty, and when the wake begins everybody looks and says: Oh, he looks like he’s sleeping, he is so neat... that’s satisfactory. Yes, I feel satisfaction.” (Interviewee)

In the following statement, the worker points to a before and after in the body handling work. Traditionally, the basis of funeral director apprentices was the experience of older workers. Recently, workers had the opportunity to take specific courses that highlighted scientific aspects of work, which is now increasingly characterized, according to workers, by technical skills that require training.

“...In the past it was every man for himself, if you wanted to do something better, you had to ask among the people at the funeral home, to the point that you saw something out of work and you brought it to work, for example body leaking... it started like this: I use plaster, I use silicone, I use such thing. Then it became more modern, they gave us a course here. Now it will be like this, a superficial tamponade, a mortuary cosmetics course I also did. This is what I like because for me in spite of everything, you see the person as he is. The body that you are putting there, when the family member looks at the person, he doesn’t know that the mouth was open, covered in blood, sometimes women only have one breast and covertly you put a little pouch and leave it right there just to keep it normal, you know? So this ornamentation thing I like it a lot.” (Interviewee)

Courses changed the status of funeral directors, given that body manipulation must now be authorized by medical disciplines. This aspect has a positive impact on the workers’ struggle against work stigma and on identity construction.

As previously clarified, in the public cemeteries studied, funeral directors support funeral service drivers in the removal of corpses. This is considered unpleasant and distasteful, from the point of view of the physical efforts involved and the care that the family demands when handling the corpse. Forsyth, Palmer and Simpson (2006, 124-125) clarify that corpse removal is an emotional situation and, for the most part, causes stress because the family wants to control the removal to protect their beloved one from manipulation of third parties. The removal may become difficult for funeral workers and may require handling bodies aggressively. The excerpt from the interview illustrates this situation.

“You drain your arm muscles. Sometimes you have to carry a dead person down from the fourth floor of a building with no elevator. This happens a lot; you have to go down by the stairs with a blanket and the family standing by your side asking you to be careful with the head. So you cannot worry about you, but about the dead person and the family.” (Interviewee)

Funeral directors stress on the appropriate emotional skills needed to remove corpses as a principal work aspect, because not everybody is up to this job, because it involves nerve-racking experiences.

“...Somebody must do it, lots of people don’t have the courage and lots of people value the work. They admire the person that carries it out, but there are others that don’t even want to get close. I have had cases that I wouldn’t have done if I were a weak person; children, we take children that died in every situation. Once I had a burnt little girl, she burnt to death trying to scape from the crib and her body was glued to the frame. That shakes you, you are a dad, a granddad and you have a family. You step into one of those scenarios, you see that, just imagine where our emotions go to...” (Interviewee)

In summary, funeral directors resignify work as a way of doing the right thing, especially for the family of the dead. They reorient work by positively highlighting exterior aspects, such as free time to do other activities and public employment advantages, independently of work content. They reframe work aspects by emphasizing on the aesthetics of death, to the detriment of body handling behind the scenes of dirty work, and emphasize on the skills to deal with mourning families, in the same way as morticians do.

Occupational practices in Dirty Work: social comparisons

Funeral directors consider their work just like any other. They do not compare themselves with other similar professional dirty work categories, as morticians do, but with any other professional category. This social practice, which seeks to minimize stigma by attributing
normality to work, reveals a more intense relationship with the stain, insofar as it is denied.

“The job itself is nothing abnormal, it’s a job like any other, the problem here is not being recognized, but until now no one is recognized anywhere, so it’s the same.” (Interviewee)

Kreiner, Ashforth and Sluss (2006) and Ashforth et al. (2007) indicate that categories of dirty workers may differ in degree of involvement and intensity of association with the dirty job. The type of stain attributed influences the nature of the workers’ relationship with their dirty job. The presence of the moral stain allows understanding these social processes.

The research has shown that the relationship with the dirty job differs in morticians and funeral directors. The latter have a more intense and deeper relationship with their dirty job than morticians, revealed in the radical experience of the two worlds separated by the gate of the cemetery and, at the same time, in the different actions taken in the workplace, manifested at the same time in façade behaviors and behind the scenes of dirty work.

The work of the funeral director is more invisible and, at the same time, more stained than the work of the mortician. The jobs of these professionals are physically and socially stained. But the funeral director also carries a moral stain, since society suspects that there is violence in the hidden practices of preparing and storing corpses.

The mortician deals with body rests at the exhumation, but the funeral director cleans the body of recent death vestiges. Corpse burial and exhumation are activities accompanied publicly. However, funeral directors work behind the scenes.

Morticians redefine their work by sacralizing it: a burial is a ritual. The work of funeral directors behind the scenes of dirty work is profane; there is no body preparation ritual to avoid decomposition. All suspicions of physical filth and immorality fall on these workers. They close themselves strongly as a group and avoid leaking information about daily practices, laughing from body physiognomy and making cruel jokes. And at the same time, they reframe their activities by emphasizing on the aesthetics of death as a primordial aspect of their work, to the detriment fluid containment practices, for example. They reorient their work by finding positive aspects in the benefits of public employment and free time for other work activities.

A dirty workers fellowship is founded around body manipulation and its preservation. And the art involved in the aesthetics of death is the immaterial bond that weds the two worlds that funeral directors experience by hiding death behind the appearance of the deceased’s sleep for the wake and by revealing death through a careful work done with the corpse behind the scenes of dirty work.

### Dirty Work: social value, social relationships, commitment to organization and satisfaction

Work’s social importance, social relationships at work and commitment to the organization were significant scales during the logistic regression given that they compare funeral services workers with other public officers of Sao Paulo. Table 1 shows logistic regression results.

The first scale, Work’s social importance, with statements such as “I have an important job for society”, shows the worker’s perception about how important his work is for society. The second one, Social relationships at work, with statements such as “I can count on my fellow workers” shows the day-to-day involvement among colleagues. The scale of Commitment to the organization, which uses statements such as “I intend to defend the organization where I work in when it is criticized” measure the worker’s commitment degree to his organization.

#### Table 1. Funeral logistic regression versus work scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables in equation</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td>8.928</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social importance</td>
<td>-.382</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>7.935</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships at work</td>
<td>.402</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>9.377</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>1.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>.693</td>
<td>6.113</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>5.554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from work scales.

The quantitative research shows that workers consider that their job lacks social importance, that is, prestige. Table 2 indicates that 23,10% of funeral services workers deem that society does not care about their job. In the general group of workers, 12,20% have this perception.

#### Table 2. Work’s social importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Importance</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in funeral home</td>
<td>23,10%</td>
<td>30,80%</td>
<td>46,20%</td>
<td>100,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>3149</td>
<td>5909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% others</td>
<td>12,20%</td>
<td>34,50%</td>
<td>53,30%</td>
<td>100,00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from work scales.
The perception of belittlement and the abjection of activities around death has a positive influence in group cohesion at the workplace, becoming dense the interactions between colleagues and developing a strong bond that produces resignification of activities stained in the confrontation against social prejudice and discrimination. The quantitative research shows workers’ perceptions about their own relationships. In Table 3, almost three times more than other public officers, funeral home officers consider good or excellent their relationships with colleagues, 46.2% compared to 14.9% (significant difference to .000, Pearson). The involvement with colleagues, exposed in the qualitative interviews and narration of group feelings such as solidarity, complicity and camaraderie, is a distinguishing mark of cemetery workers, which corroborates the response of strong group cohesion in dirty work.

Table 3. Social relationships at work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Relationships at Work</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in funeral home</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% others</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from work scales.

It has long been known in social psychology that an external enemy increases the chances of group cohesion; the hostility of society (“they despise us”) triggers the need to strengthen the group internally and increases the insider-outsider distance, as well as it encourages attachment between workers. The same phenomenon occurs the other way around, workers become highly committed to the organization, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Commitment to the organization I work in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committed</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Not committed</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in funeral home</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>3838</td>
<td>1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in others</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from work scales.

Among funeral services officers, 47.5% were committed to their organization, while for the rest of public officers, only 16.6% appeared committed; the proportion of not committed officer is also lower at funeral homes (significant difference at .000, Pearson). Workers resignify their job and organization, and commit to it when stigmatization practices of society threaten its integration. Workers protect themselves within the organization against the judgment of society.

Finally, Table 5 shows that among funeral services officers, 32.5% were satisfied with their job while for the rest public officers, only 18.1% appeared satisfied; the proportion of dissatisfied officers is also lower in funeral services (significant difference to .037, Pearson).

Table 5. Satisfaction at work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction at work</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in funeral home</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in funeral home</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by authors from work scales (P=.037).

The analysis of the quantitative data showed cohesion in mortician and funeral director groups. The qualitative research pointed out the presence of elements inside and outside the dirty work, the latter depending on the context (Ashforth and Kreiner 2013), that strengthen cohesion. This means that cohesion in groups of dirty workers can not only be assumed by the researcher, and that it is necessary to consider context aspects, as well as to discuss their influence on group cohesion.

Finally, it should also be noted that, however abject and demonized funeral home works and workers are by society, the latter are caregivers. Like other care professionals, a high satisfaction is an important part of work, which at the same time is loaded with affection and plays an important role for the deceased’s family.

Conclusions

The research pointed out exterior or context cohesion elements in mortician and funeral director groups (Ashforth and Kreiner 2013) that reveal trajectories of belittlement and stains in funeral services workers. Similar occupational trajectories and the common desire of permanent employment, regardless of work content, develop the sense of belonging in
dirty workers groups. There is social belittlement and stains prior to joining the dirty work, which produce a sense of unity among workers, who identify themselves as a group of poor workers, with low education and professional qualification levels, black people, and people socially destined to discredited jobs. Research findings suggest the importance of analyzing the relationship between workers and their dirty work in the future by considering to which extent the social-historical construction of class, race and gender in Brazil has influenced the social construction of stained works and types of stains —physical, social and moral— predominant in these works.
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